Energy and exergy efficiency amelioration of the parabolic trough has taken high interest since recent years, especially when nanofluid used as an enhancement category. This paper aimed to improve LS-2 parabolic trough model and compare the enhancement effect that occurred using different mono and hybrid nanofluids. Inserting mono nanoparticles of Al 2 O 3 , CeO 2 , CuO, and hybrid combinations of Al 2 O 3 with CeO 2 , or CuO nanoparticles in a Syltherm 800 was investigated by five different cases. The investigation was presented under total volume fraction 4% for all nanofluids and mixing fraction 50:50 for the hybrid types in order to facilitate the analysis and compare various results at the same conditions. Those cases and their comparisons were solved using MATLAB Symbolic tools under turbulent flow regime and variable inlet temperature to present wide domain behavior for the energy and exergy efficiency, Nusselt number, heat transfer coefficient, and pressure drop, whereas the analytical solution of the energy balance equation was taken from the literature and improved to cover the mentioned cases. Moreover, the results were compared with previous researches that used different thermal fluid and showed high accuracy behavior with low deviation. Therefore, the findings showed that Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 hybrid nanofluids were more efficient than using of both Al 2 O 3 and CuO hybrid nanofluids and any mono nanofluids contain the same nanoparticles. The maximum enhancement of thermal and exergy efficiency of using Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 hybrid nanofluids was 1.09% and 1.03%, respectively, whereas it was enhanced by 167.8% and 200.7% for the Nusselt number and heat transfer coefficient, respectively. Also, the hybrid nanofluids have higher advantage over the mono nanofluids by presenting lower pressure drop values. Finally, the assessment of efficiency variation affected by thermal properties of the nanoparticle was presented under optimum temperature equal to 575 K.
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Introduction
High degradation of fossil fuel levels has become an issue in the new era because of the high increase in the demand. The increasing demand, ascending electricity cost, and environmental issues of the pollutant emissions that have been produced from combustion processes of fusel fuel forced the government and researchers to find efficient ways to replace fossil energy with renewable and clean energy [1] . Alternative energy sources have been used in recent years as solar, wind, geothermal, or biomass energies, which in turn have a great impact to minimize pollution's effect and inadequate fossil fuel [2, 3] . Renewable resource such as solar energy is available and does not need a transportation medium. Also, solar energy can be designed to meet the requirements of power demands, and it can be worked in conjunction with diesel generators or any other power sources in order to provide such a continuous and stable power [4, 5] . Many researchers have been conducted studies on solar energy concentrating on the capability of producing energy from solar radiation intensity and get benefit from both sides of economic effects, the consequences of solar energy synchronizing with other direct and indirect applications such as heating [6] , refrigeration and air-conditioning [7] , and chemical industrial process [8] .
In fact, parabolic trough collector (PTC) is considered one of the most typical solar power devices which has been used widely to produce high and medium temperatures coinciding with high efficiencies. The first appearance of PTC was in 1870 when Johan Ericsson designed a parabolic collector called a direct steam generator with 3.25 m 2 (area) to produce power with a value of 373 W [9] . Accordingly, many types of research have been done regarding PTC, considering mainly the geometry, optical competence, and heat transfer enhancement which have been summarized in several review papers such as Havez et al. [10] . Havez et al. [10] summarized full details of the previous works between 1981 and 2016 for both experimental and numerical studies. Heat transfer enhancement was examined by using a small additive particle with numerous values of diameter in a nanoscale "nanoparticle." It showed such a good enhancement's effect especially during the process of mixing nanoparticle with various types of base fluids to produce a new thermal fluid called "nanofluid" [11, 12] . The criteria of using nanofluid showed a rapid increase in using these types of modified fluids in multi-applications as shown clearly through the huge number of researches that were stored in Scopus data of scientific magazine [13] . For instance, in 2017 around 2425 papers discuss the nanofluid phenomena and about 76 papers of the total number interested in the "Hybrid nanofluid" topic [13] . Mahian et al. [14, 15] explained in their precious review paper (which is divided into two parts) an interesting method of nanofluid flow modeling in detail. Part one mainly talked about the main forces which affect the resulting suspensions, main thermal properties resulted from the correlations, and the physical approach model in case of single-and two-phase flows [14] . On the other hand, part two presented a computational technique to solve the transport equation of nanofluid flow under various regimes to cover and to predict the enhancement effect of using the proposal mixture [15] . Different types of metallic and nonmetallic nanoparticles were inserted in various base fluid types under either volume average or mass average concentrations. In fact, aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ) is considered as the widely used nanoparticles in the literature where 41% of the researches used this type to enhance the thermal performance of PTC, while other types of nanoparticles (CuO, TiO 2 , Fe 2 O 3 , etc.) showed lower interests for the researchers as mentioned in Olia et al. [16] , in their review. Furthermore, the aluminum oxide was examined with various base fluids like water [17] , Syltherm 800 [18] , and Therminol VP-1 [19] .
Mwesigy et al. [20, 21] simulated a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model to obtain the enhancement produced from inserting CuO nanoparticle in Syltherm 800 and Cu nanoparticle in Therminol VP-1, inside the receiver tube of the PTC under nonuniform heat flux distribution boundary conditions. The results showed that thermal enhancement reaches 15% for CuO-Syltherm 800 and 12.5% for Cu-Therminol-VP1. Coccia et al. [22] construct their research on test numerous numbers of nanoparticles, namely Fe2O3, SiO 2 , TiO 2 , ZnO, Al 2 O 3 , and Au. These nanoparticles were incorporated in water to generate various nanofluids under low and high concentration. The obtained results were unexpected because they reported a small enhancement at low volume concentrations and no effect at high concentrations. On the other hand, Bellos and Tzivanidis [23] stated a disparity on the improvements of the recorded thermal efficiency according to the insertion of Al 2 O 3 , Fe 2 O 3 , Cu, CuO, SiO 2 , and TiO 2 in a Syltherm 800 as base fluid. The simulated results recorded a maximum enhancement of 0.74% using Cu under concentration of 6% compared with other nanofluids. Ghesemi and Ranjbar [17] simulated a CFD model to compare the thermal behavior of inserting CuO and Al 2 O 3 nanoparticle with water at the volume fraction 3%. The results reported enhancement in heat transfer coefficient of 28% and 35%, respectively, at the same concentration. Subramani et al. [24] examined the improvement results that occurred in the thermal efficiency and heat transfer coefficient using nanofluid of TiO 2 with ionized water in the PTC. The measured results were obtained for concentrations 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5% and variable mass flow rate under turbulent conditions. Besides, the results were built based on the tested experimental thermophysical properties showing thermal efficiency enhancement up to 8.66% at 0.2% and 0.0667 kg s −1 for volume fraction and mass flow rate, respectively.
In fact, the obtained enhancement by using mono nanofluid has supported the researches in these fields to find a way to minimize the cost side by side with the increase in thermal performance. Mixing two or more nanoparticles with various base fluids called "hybrid nanofluid" (HNF) has appeared clearly in different applications because the improvement results occurred in the thermal properties [25] . The literature survey showed an increase in the research number related to predicting thermal properties, enhance stability, main challenges, and application that used HNF as an improvement method [26] . Suresh et al. [27] [28] [29] examined HNF of inserting Al 2 O 3 -Cu with a base fluid of water in a three separately researches. These researches studied the following: first, preparing the HNF and, second, reporting the experimental results of thermal conductivity and the viscosity under variable volume fraction (0.1, 0.33, 0.75, 1, and 2%) for the fraction mass nanopowder 90:10 for Al 2 O 3 and Cu [27] . Second and third researches investigated a friction factor and Nusselt number under turbulent and laminar flow for the same HNF under constant volume concentration equal 0.1% [28, 29] . The resulted HNF from mixing binary base fluid of water/ethylene glycol (EG) with a variable mixture ratio of hybrid nanoparticle of TiO 2 -SiO 2 was examined under the turbulent regime by Hamid et al. [30] . They showed enhancement on heat transfer by 35.32% at the mixture ratio 40:60 for the TiO 2 and SiO 2 , respectively, under high temperature of the experimental condition 70 °C [30] . Therefore, these promising enhancement results support researchers to use this type in the solar application. Unfortunately, the researches on using HNF in the solar application are limited, particularly, in the PTC. There are few researches that used HNF as an enhancement method, as shown later.
Bellos and Tzivanidis [31] compared the variation of the enhancement from using mono and HNF. In their research, they obtained enhancement less than hybrid, when they used 3% of Al 2 O 3 or 3% of TiO 2 with Syltherm 800 as a mono nanofluid. The output of simulation was developed using Engineering Equation Solver Software and based on the different correlation from the literature which showed enhancement in the thermal efficiency by 1.8% compared with mono nanofluids which showed only 0.7% [31] . Minea and Maghlany [32] reported the main heat transfer performance enhancement generated from mono and HNF in different applications. In addition, they explained deeply the main research findings of new nanofluid mixing type "HNF" in several aspects such as thermal conductivity, viscosity, Nusselt number, and the main correlations that covered the results which depend on various conditions for different literature surveys like concentration and temperature. Finally, the authors exhibited the simulation results of Nusselt number and thermal efficiency in a PTC application under laminar flow regime for the HNF of Ag-MgO (with water) and GO/Co 3 O 4 (with binary base fluid consist of 60% EG and 40% water) under volume concentration 2% and 0.15, respectively, for both HNF [32] .
The use of HNF as a promising heating fluid provides a high enhancement effect as proven in the previous paragraph. Until the date, there are limited studies concentrated on using HNF in the PTC application as an enhancement method. This paper inserted new types of mono and HNF to be examined as an improved method of the heating fluid flow inside LS2 PTC model. Mono nanoparticles of Al 2 O 3 , CeO 2 , CuO and a hybrid combination of Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 , or Al 2 O 3 and CuO were examined in a base fluid of Syltherm 800 and compared under total concentration volume 4%, and mixing fraction 50:50 for the hybrid types. Mainly, the correlations that used to describe the thermal properties and heat transfer effect were taken from the literature and used in the energy balance equation and then solved analytically using MATLAB Symbolic code. Finally, all the results of the energy and exergy efficiency, heat transfer coefficient, and dimensionless Nusselt number for each case were presented and their enhancement results were measured accordingly for all cases.
The main contribution points of this research paper are:
• Inserting new different mono and hybrid nanofluids and examining their thermal behavior effects in the thermal performance of PTC. Aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ), cerium oxide (CeO 2 ), and copper oxide (CuO) will be inserted in Syltherm 800 separately to form mono nanofluids while aluminum oxide was mixed with cerium oxide or copper oxide to form the hybrid nanofluids. Actually, cerium oxide as a nanoparticle has limited research in the solar applications which was investigated experimentally in only two studies, where one of them in a PTC [33] , while the other one in a flat plate collector (FPC) [34] . • A developed thermal model was analyzed and improved using MATLAB Symbolic toolbox. The thermal model is based on solving the analytical equation of the energy balance equation that was mentioned in the literature and improved to cover the effect of using new mono and hybrid nanofluids [35] . • Under optimum temperature, this research presented the effect of the thermal properties for the nanoparticle on PTC thermal efficiency. This assessment aimed to define an efficient nanoparticle that enables PTC to reach higher efficiencies.
Parabolic trough solar collector
Model specification
Parabolic trough collector mainly consists of mirrors, receiver, structure, and tracking system. The mirrors were designed on parabola shape to convert and concentrated radiation rays on the heating collecting element to enhance the temperature of the TF as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Receiver nowadays is covered with a glass envelope, coated with high absorptivity material, and evacuated. The purpose of using the evacuated receiver is to minimize heat losses and to improve heat transfer to TF flow inside the receiver. For this research, we used LS2-PTC model to examine the thermal enhancement performance that occurred using hybrid and mono nanoparticles inserted in Syltherm 800 as base fluid, regarding the available experimental results for the same parabolic type and base fluid that allow to validate model [36] . The main dimensions and parameters conducted are described in Table 1 as mentioned in the literature [35] . A one-dimensional energy balance equation was improved using mono and HNF and then solved analytically using MATLAB Symbolic software. This simulation aimed to describe the enhancement occurred by different nanofluids and give a comparison between various mono and hybrid types under the same conditions. Table 2 presents the main cases that were covered in this research, where the constants and variables' conditions were presented, too.
Thermal model
This section aimed to describe the thermal model inside the receiver tube of the PTC by solving the energy balance equation at different nods. Through this section, the thermal resistance, heat losses, and heat transfer directions from thermal heating fluid to the cover had been presented. Studying the modes of heat transfer convection, radiation, and conduction at a different point from glass cover (c) through absorber tube (r) until reaching the TF was used to describe the gained heat from the system, as shown in Fig. 2 .
As mentioned before, the analytical expression expressed by Bellos and Tzivanid [35] was used and improved using mono and HNF to cover the produced energy and exergy efficiency of the PTC so that the defined and simplified model was used and inserted in a MATLAB Symbolic code to cover a wide range of heating TF. The main assumptions that made in our research are: steady-state condition which referred to a constant heat flux due to the fluid flow inside the receiver tube because the length of pipe is lesser than 10 m, the constant heat flux is in different sides, and the fluid is a turbulent flow.
Actually, the thermal model analytical expression was based on different points: First point defines the heat losses from the out-glass cover using Taylor series to make fourthorder temperature losses by radiation more simplified and then completes their simplification to define different heat Table 3 , whereas the following equations described Taylor series assumption and the main equations that used to cover the thermal performance of the PTC [35] .
Thermal losses equation by radiation and convection from cover glass to surrounding under negligible contact thermal losses can be expressed as follows:
The temperature of the cover is assumed to be close to the ambient temperature. According to this, and using the Taylor series, the fourth-order temperatures simplify as shown in Eq. (2), where the validation of this assumption proved it is correct by obtained a small variation between the model results and different previous studies (whatever experimental or numerical results) as shown in Fig. 4 : (3), where the main known parameter was put in brackets, covered the first K symbols as summarized in Table 3 .
The energy balance in the receiver part was estimated according to Eq. (4) based on the equalization between the summation of the heat loss and useful heat with the multiplication results of the optical efficiency and solar irradiation.
where the main thermal performance findings and definitions were selected and discussed as follows:
Thermal efficiency for PTC can be estimated as:
Thermal losses (Q loss ) can be expressed as:
In addition, receiver, cover glass, and outlet temperatures were covered as in the given equations:
Finally, the outlet temperature and mean fluid temperature can be found in Eqs. (9 and 10):
To achieve previous finding equations, some parameters should be defined and known to present the thermal performance of the PTC. Those parameters that will be represented in the following equations are heat transfer coefficient (h) and various dimensionless numbers like Nusselt (Nu), Reynolds (Re), and Prandtl (Pr). The various parameters were obtained using Eqs. (11) (12) (13) (14) , where mainly Nusselt number was obtained using Dittus-Boelter equation to cover the turbulent regime flow in our research [35] .
Evaluation exergy efficiency for different base fluid types, mono nanofluid, and HNF was expressed in Eqs. (15) (16) (17) (18) . Equation (15) is presented to demonstrate the output exergy [37, 38] , while Eq. (16) represents Petela formula that was used to calculate obtainable solar exergy [39] . Finally, Eq. (17) expresses exergetic efficiency, where this parameter aimed to get the ability of the PTC to produce electricity [38, 40] .
Moreover, the assessment of the pressure drop also was explained to cover the effect of using hybrid and mono nanoparticle and compare various results together with variable inlet temperature. In this research, the Darcy friction factor obtained using Blasius equation was used to obtain Table 3 Symbols and parameter definitions [35] Symbols Definition
the pressure drop trends for various TF as mentioned in Eqs. (18) and (19) for turbulent flow [41] .
Mono and hybrid nanofluids specifications
This section aimed to define the main equations and correlations that were taken from the literature to predict and define the produced thermal properties of different mono and HNF. Those equations and their main correlations were simplified using different symbols to describe the resulted thermal properties. For this research, a combination of Syltherm 800 as a base fluid that subscribed by (bf) with a mono and hybrid nanoparticles of Al 2 O 3 nanoparticle subscribed by (np1) and CeO 2 nanoparticle or CuO that subscribed by (np2) was used to define nanofluid whether mono or hybrid nanofluids are subscribed by (hnf) [42] . Thermal efficiency was examined under the effect of using mono nanofluid for
each nanofluid at medium and high inlet temperature levels under volume fraction (φ) for any nanoparticle equal 4% while for the HNF, the calculated results occurred under the same conditions for two different types under total volume fraction (φtot) equal of 4%. This total volume fraction was divided under mixing fraction 50:50, which means 2% volume fraction for each nanoparticle. The following equation describes the total volume fraction and how it can define nanofluid properties whatever mono or HNF. Also, Fig. 3 is used to summarize different tested nanoparticles. The total volume fraction combination resulted by inserting different types of the mentioned cases is shown in Fig. 3 with base fluid expressed, as shown in Eq. (20) [43] .
Nanofluid density/kg m −3 expressed in Eq. (21) was mentioned in different research studies [31, 42] .
Specific heat capacity/J kg −1 K −1 formula in Eq. (22) is used to cover the mono and HNF. This formula has been used widely in the literature because of its ability to cover a wide range of the volume concentration besides its uses in different nanofluid types [42] . whereas the thermal conductivity of the nanofluids was obtained using Maxwell correlation, which was extended to cover hybrid and mono nanofluids as represented in Eq. (23) [42, 44] .
Lastly, Brinkman model correlation was used to obtain dynamic viscosity of the nanofluid as presented in Eq. (24) [45] .
Mainly, for the base fluid the correlations that were used to cover the thermal properties of Syltherm 800 itself were picked from the literature as mentioned by Mwesigye and Huan [46] research. The derived polynomial expirations for different thermal properties with variable temperatures presented in their research were used in our research as shown in the following equations [46] .
Dynamic viscosity properties that were divided into two regression polynomials depend on the inlet temperature as represented in Eq. (28) for 233.15 ≤ T ≤ 343 K and Eq. (29) for 343 ≤ T ≤ 673.15 K.
According to the comparison of the effect of using different mentioned nanofluids in our research, previous general correlations that mentioned in this section were used to define the thermal properties of those modified fluids, regarding its ability to predict a reasonable result, and the nonexistence of special correlations to cover oil under high temperature range. Finally, the examined used nanoparticles' thermal properties through this research were obtained from the literature as shown in Table 4 [32, 34] .
In this research, Nusselt number is considered as one of the most effective factors that must be defined, whatever for the base fluid, mono nanofluid, and HNF to predict the heat transfer coefficient of the fluid so that Minea correlation as represented in Eq. (30) was used to cover Nusselt number for the HNF; this referred to its ability to cover different types of hybrid nanofluids containing aluminum oxide as a part of the combination. Also, this correlation was validated for the turbulent flow regime and for the total volume fraction 3-4% as in our work. So, this equation was used to obtain Nusselt number for the hybrid combination through this work [47] .
The Nusselt number for mono nanofluid was obtained using Pak and Cho correlation to cover the resulted value of different monotypes. Hence, this equation has been proved its validity for variable types of nanoparticle under turbulent regime. Equation (31) is used to obtain Nusselt number for the mono nanofluids of this research [48] .
Results and discussion
Thermal model validation
Validation of the thermal efficiency results was done and compared for the same PTC model using different TFs. The first validation occurred using base fluid "Syltherm 800" under various operating conditions as conducted by Dudley experimental reports [36] . The thermal efficiency results showed high accuracy behavior with the experimental results of the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), as illustrated in Fig. 4 is acceptable and reliable in PTC application [36] . Moreover, the present model was compared with other numerical work to prove the accuracy; the results of thermal efficiency of the present model showed more precise results and lower mean deviation results compared with Okonkwo work [49] , which has a mean deviation equal 2.5% with same experimental results.
The second validation occurred using mono and HNF which consists of alumina and titanium oxide inserting in Syltherm 800 under volume fraction equal 3% as investigated by Bellos and Tzivanidis [31] . The obtained results of the present model were illustrated as shown in Fig. 5 . The results showed high accuracy behavior [31] .
Thermal performance enhancement
In this research, there were some parameters taken as constants because this research aimed to compare different mono and HNF together in the same article so that the radiation intensity and ambient temperature were taken 1000 W m −2 and 300 K, respectively. Optimum volumetric flow rate used in this research was estimated as shown in Fig. 6 . This figure was used to present the outlined results between the efficiency and volumetric flow rate for different inlet temperatures to reach the optimum value. The results showed clear increase in the thermal efficiency when volumetric flow rate increases until it reaches 150 L min − increase in Reynolds number. And it showed a decrease in the thermal efficiency when the temperatures increase, regarding increasing heat losses between absorber and cover. According to this Fig. 6 , 150 L min −1 was taken as a constant parameter due to this research according to the slight thermal efficiency that occurred when increasing the volumetric flow rate more than this value. So any increase in the pump power will not effect the thermal efficiency [23] . Figure 7a -d contains a description of thermal conductivity, density, specific heat capacity, and dynamic viscosity versus variable inlet temperatures between 300 and 600 K for all mono and HNF types compared with the base fluid. The main behavior of the results was summarized in the following statements: Thermal conductivity, viscosity, and density were presented enhancement in their behavior compared with Syltherm 800, while on the other hand, the specific heat capacity presented an opposite trend compared with base fluid. Moreover, the change in behavior between different types showed variation as follows: Clear enhancement of the thermal conductivity occurred compared with base fluid, but with a slight variation between nanofluids. This enhancement in the thermal conductivity can be referred to use Maxwell correlation Eq. (23) which estimates thermal conductivity. Moreover, Eq. (23) is based only on the concentration without any consideration of the temperature and nanoparticles specifications [50] . Despite this small effect, it has an efficient effect on the thermal performance of the PTC, as was shown in this work. On the other hand, the effect of using several nanofluids was clearly in density and specific heat capacity behavior between nanofluid types besides base fluid. Finally, the viscosity that illustrated in Fig. 7d showed increase in the viscosity effect for all nanofluids compared with the base fluid, but it did not show any variation in the dynamic viscosity behavior between different nanofluid types according to the used Brinkman model in Eq. (19) Fig. 7 Thermal properties of the base and various nanofluids at different temperatures and flow rate equal to 150 L min −1 a thermal conductivity, b density, c specific heat, d dynamic viscosity volume fraction without any consideration of the nanoparticles types [45] . HNFs trends for various properties located in the middle between different mono nanofluids except for the viscosity all of nanofluids have the same trend. For more details about different HNFs, the density of Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 is higher than that for Al 2 O 3 and CuO. On the other hand, it has a lower trend in specific heat capacity, while the thermal conductivity seems the same.
Variation effects of the thermal properties for the examined TFs leaded to the enhancement on the thermal performance of the PTC. Figures 8-12 depict Nusselt number, heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop, thermal efficiency, and exergy efficiency altitude for the mentioned nanofluids as well as base fluid versus variable temperature. In addition, Figs. 13-16 present the enhancement phenomena results in accordance with variation clearly understood for different nanofluids. Specifically, Fig. 8 illustrates the mono and hybrid nanofluids impact in the dimensionless Nusselt number compared with base fluid. The results showed an increase in Nusselt number with increasing temperature for various TFs and supported a positive effect reached by using various nanofluids types compared with base fluid. For more details, mono nanofluid of CeO 2 reached maximum Nusselt number up to 584.4 compared with CuO up to 574.3 and Al 2 O 3 up to 555.2 at a temperature equal to 600 K and volume fraction 4%. A clear variation occurred between any mono nanofluids and any HNFs, where the results presented slight variation between the same types; this referred to the Nusselt number definition in Eqs. (25, 26) and thermal properties of the various types. So, maximum Nusselt numbers for HNF occurred using Al 2 O 3 -CeO 2 HNF and reached 996 compared with Al 2 O 3 -CuO HNF which increased up to 988.9; these results referred to the increase in the rate of enhancement that occurred in the thermal conductivity and in the density of the Al 2 O 3 -CeO 2 HNF. To clarify this increase, Fig. 13 presents enhancement results occurred in Nusselt number for different nanofluids compared with base fluid under the temperature varied from 300 up to 600 K. Major results showed maximum enhancement up to 167.8% using Al 2 O 3 -CeO 2 HNF compared with other nanofluids, where the maximum mono nanofluids enhancement occurred using CeO 2 up to 42.29%.
The convective heat transfer coefficient considers as a significant factor that has a high impact on the thermal and exergy efficiency of the PTC. Figure 9 shows a higher increase compared with the previous figure for the Nusselt number; this was attributed to the enhancement results of the thermal conductivity which has a high effect in the basic definition of the heat transfer coefficient Eq. (11) . Moreover, Fig. 9 demonstrates that the maximum heat transfer coefficient obtained from the same HNF has a high Nusselt number which is alumina cerium oxide combination, whereas the maximum value reached 1316 W m −2 K −1 with a mean value equals 1187 W m −2 K −1 compared with other TF. Also, Fig. 14 3 . The resulted enhancement in the dimensionless Nusselt, convection coefficient, and the variation effect of using various types in the resulted pressure drop was the main reasons which leads amelioration in the thermal efficiency performance of the PTC as shown in Fig. 11 so that Fig. 10 displays pressure drop trends of various TF, the significant and variable effect between various hybrid and mono nanofluids types versus the base fluid itself were clear and linked basically to the change in density of various types. As presented in Fig. 7b Fig. 9 Heat transfer coefficient of the base and various nanofluids at different temperatures and flow rate equal to 150 L min −1 CeO 2 mono nanofluid has high density so it has a significant increase in pressure drop compared with other fluids, while the main positive effect of using HNFs was clear in producing lower pressure drop compared with mono ones; this referred to the change occurred in density. This positive effect of using HNFs can help the coming researchers to take this point in their consideration to get high thermal and exergy efficiency with low pumping power. Besides, the pressure drop decreased with increasing temperatures, which was clear and linked to the dynamic viscosity decrease at high inlet temperature; as illustrated in Fig. 7d . Figure 11 exhibits the thermal efficiency results for various TF versus variable inlet temperature; mainly, the results showed a decrease in the thermal efficiency with increasing inlet temperature. This was attributed to increasing receiver temperature that leads to an increase in the heat losses. In addition, the variation of the thermal efficiency between various TF showed unclear trends between different types particularly at low inlet temperature compared with the variation at high inlet temperature. This result was justified according to the highest convective heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number that were resulted using nanofluid. Besides heat loses at high temperatures, those reasons justify the margin thermal efficiency augmentation at high temperatures. In general, the variation between different nanofluid did not have a high difference particularly between the same group whatever hybrid or mono nanofluid is used. So, the focusing on the thermal efficiency ( Fig. 11 ) was used to present this variation between results, this figure showed that the cerium oxide has the highest thermal efficiency among the other nanoparticles utilized in mono nanofluids, and it has the highest thermal efficiency among HNFs, too. Thermal efficiency enhancement between various nanofluids is presented in Fig. 15 which was used to obtain enhancement results; this figure showed maximum enhancement 1.09% Fig. 13 Nusselt number enhancement for various nanofluids at different temperatures and flow rate equal to 150 L min −1 using HNF of CeO 2 /Al 2 O 3 and 0.4705% when using mono nanofluid of ceria oxide. According to these results, it was obvious that the variation between hybrid and mono nanofluid was clear especially at high inlet temperature, regarding increase in Nusselt number and convective heat transfer results as proven before. And the main definitions of Nusselt number are given in Eq. (25, 26) . Finally, assessment exergy efficiency and their enhancement results are presented in Figs. 12, 16 , respectively. Figure 12 presents exergy efficiency results and shows gradual increase when the inlet temperature increases for various TF and reached maximum exergy efficiency at high temperatures, and this referred to the increase occurred in inlet temperature coinciding with the reduction in the thermal efficiency [31] . Moreover, exergy efficiency behavior is the same with a little variation at a high inlet temperature of more than 550 K. So, focusing Fig. 12 at high inlet temperature showed the variation effect between various nanofluids with a positive impact for the thermal fluid use any HNFs under a small variance between them. Specifically, maximum exergy efficiency was obtained at high inlet temperature as follows: HNFs get the highest value using cerium alumina oxide and reached 37.12%, while it reached 36.91% and 36.74% for mono nanofluids of cerium oxide and base fluid, respectively. Those results reflected in the enhancement attitude, as illustrated in Fig. 16 . It shows slight enhancement at high inlet temperatures by using various HNFs, while the maximum enhancement is obtained by using Cerium alumina oxide HNF, which reaches 1.03%. Moreover, Fig. 16 shows a negative attitude in results for all the examined nanofluid for the temperature below 366 K; this is because of the high exergy efficiency that obtained by base fluid compared with other modified fluid below this temperature. This negative sign of the enhancement was justified by Bellos and Tzivanidis [31] . Connecting the relationships between thermal efficiency enhancement and temperature ratio between outlet and inlet as presented in Eq. (15) stated that at low inlet temperature low thermal efficiency enhancement occurred leads to increase in outlet temperature to compensate the decrease in specific heat of the nanofluid, which mean increasing the temperature ratio between outlet and inlet temperatures for all nanofluids. According to that, this increase leads to an increase in the second term of Eq. (15) . So, combining this relation with the thermal efficiency enhancement leads directly to explain the results of decreased exergy efficiency of nanofluids below base fluid at low temperatures and why it is enhanced at high inlet temperature [31] where these results were supported by the main aim of using PTC under medium and high temperatures 
Optimum thermal performance description
Thermal performance and main variation of the thermal properties at the temperature equal to 575 K were discussed in this section. The temperature has been taken according to Fig. 9 that showed a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient after this temperature because of the decrease in the thermal conductivity rate of the TF at high inlet temperature as illustrated in Fig. 7a . Surface simulation of the energy and exergy efficiency for the highest thermal performance HNF is expressed in Fig. 17a, b , respectively, which proves clearly the improvement that occurred using hybrid combination whatever in the exergy or energy efficiency compared with mono nanofluids. Aforementioned results were considered as an important points that need focusing in the future to decrease the cost of using nanoparticle, not only by mixing highly price nanoparticle with other nanoparticle types of low price, but also by decreasing the pumping power needs according to the results of the pressure drop of using HNF as pre-described in Fig. 10 . Fig. 18 illustrates the enhancement effect of using various nanofluids at the selected temperature 575 K and total concentration 4%. Figure 18a presents the thermal and exergy efficiency enhancement for various nanofluids, while Fig. 18b presents Nusselt number and heat transfer coefficient amelioration at the same conditions. The illustrated figures showed a clear variance between mono and hybrid nanofluid especially in the Nusselt number and heat transfer coefficient compared whit the enhancement results in the thermal and exergy efficiency. However, the enhancement figures showed that the hybrid fluid of alumina cerium oxide is the best compared with another nanofluid, whereas the 
Optimum thermal properties variation
This section aimed to predict the nanoparticle thermal properties that efficiently fit with base fluid thermal properties to produce the best efficiency enhancement. This assessment was based on Syltherm 800 as base fluid, whereas the thermal properties of this fluid were taken at temperature 575 K, while the thermal properties of the nanoparticle have been varied under the range change based on the common nanoparticle thermal properties. Actually, the common value of the specific heat is less than specific heat value of the base fluid while it has higher values in terms of the density and thermal conductivity. This assessment was performed by varying two nanoparticle thermal properties while fixing the remaining one with 6000 kg m −3 , 551 J kg −1 K −1 , and 33 W m −1 K −1 for density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity as fixed values, respectively. Figure 19a, b shows that the thermal conductivity has a negligible effect at values much higher than 15 W m −1 K −1 . This behavior is justified with Fig. 19c which showed a constant nanofluid thermal conductivity while nanoparticle thermal conductivity is exceeding 15 W m −1 K −1 , which leads to no increase in the thermal efficiency beyond this value. On the other hand, Fig. 20a presents the thermal efficiency variation under variable specific heat and different densities of the nanoparticle; the gradient direction-black arrows-showed that the variation of the specific heat has higher effect at higher density values, while the variation of the density has higher effect at higher specific heat values, where they are close to the base fluid specific heat values. This result agrees with Fig. 20b which assessed Fig. 19 Thermal efficiency assessment for a different nanoparticle thermal conductivity with various densities. b Different nanoparticle thermal conductivity with various specific heat capacities. c Different nanofluid thermal conductivity and density. Finally, higher density and specific heat values produced higher efficiencies, while the density variation has a higher effect at high specific heat values. Also, most of the nanoparticles have specific heat values lower than the base fluid one. From the latter two, selecting a base fluid-nanoparticle combination, it is recommended to select base fluid and nanoparticle with comparable specific heat values, while keeping the focus on selecting a nanoparticle with higher density values to build both thermal and cost-efficient PTC system.
Most of the common nanoparticles have thermal properties that do not meet the desired one. The obstacle can be outwitted by selecting two nanoparticles such that their combination produces the desired properties, which clearly shown in this research study where it is proved that hybrid nanoparticle obtained higher efficiency enhancement than the mono nanoparticle.
Conclusions
In this paper, thermal analysis of using various HNFs and mono nanofluids compared with thermal oil (Syltherm 800) is examined in a PTC-type LS2. The analytical expression that was taken from the literature improved using MATLAB Symbolic code to cover thermal performance resulted from using two HNFs: Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 /Syltherm 800, and Al 2 O 3 and CuO/Syltherm 800, and three mono nanofluids: Al 2 O 3 , CeO 2 , and CuO/Syltherm 800. Furthermore, the analysis was presented under variable temperature ranging from 300 K to 600 K and total volume concentration 4% for different nanofluids. Finally, the assessment of thermal efficiency varies according to the variable nanoparticle thermal properties which were investigated at a chosen temperature equal to 575 K. The main findings in the results were summarized in the following points:
• A positive promising enhancement effect in the thermal efficiency was reached by using various nanofluids especially at high inlet temperature with a significant increase using HNFs compared with mono nanofluids. The maximum thermal efficiency enhancement occurred was 1.09% using Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 , while it reached 1.08%, 0.4705%, 0.4499%, and 0.4045% for Al 2 O 3 and Cuo, CeO 2 , CuO, and Al 2 O 3 , respectively. • Exergy efficiency enhancement occurred for various nanofluids particularly for hybrid nanofluids at high inlet temperature. Mainly, the maximum exergy enhancement occurred using Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 reached 1.03%, while the maximum mono nanofluid exergy enhancement occurred by CeO 2 equal 0.4389% at the inlet temperature 600 K. • Although the pressure drop was increased by all nanofluids, HNFs had a positive effect by introducing lower values compared with some mono nanofluids which lead to a decrease in the required pump power. • Heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt enhancement were presented to explain their effects in increasing thermal and exergy efficiency. The maximum heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number enhancement occurred using HNF of Al 2 O 3 and CeO 2 , and it reached 200.7% and 167.8%, respectively, compared with Al 2 O 3 and Cuo which is enhanced by 199.2% and 166.3%, respectively. • The effect of the thermal properties for the nanoparticle on the thermal efficiency was assessed. Presented behavior of those assessments provided a clear vision of the nanoparticle thermal properties needed to reach the desired thermal efficiency especially in terms of density and specific heat. 
Limitations and recommendations
The results of thermal and exergy efficiency are acceptable despite the obtained slight increase which can be justified according to the small heat losses obtained as a result of using high-performance commercial PTC, particularly when using evacuated tube and high concentration ratio as in this research. In addition, the system reliability clarifies from the obtained higher efficiency enhancement at high inlet temperatures because of both increased heat losses and high augmentation in Nusselt number and convective heat transfer. According to that, this type of research gives a good indication about the enhancement effect of using hybrid nanofluid compared with mono nanofluid in thermal and exergy efficiency. Moreover, this type of research still needs more intensive research especially that used HNF to examine thermal efficiency of the PTC. Therefore, the following recommendation was set to enrich this field:
• Economic effects of the nanoparticles price and cost of preparation nanofluid synchronizing with the obtained thermal and exergy efficiency enhancement need especial work to assist their efficient in PTC application. • Obtained thermal efficiency and heat performance augmentation need intensive work to simulate a semiexperimental work, which is based on evaluating the solution according to the use of experimental correlations for thermal properties of the tested nanofluid. • Experimental work using hybrid nanofluid or mono nanofluid to improve thermal performance of the domestic PTC needs intensive work to assist thermal enhancement performance of this type.
